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A Study of Sanskrit Loanwords in Chinese*

Shu-fen Chen
Yuan-Ze University

ABSTRACT

In this study the data were collected from Guoyu Ribao's Loanwords Dictionary

(1985). There are 112 Sanskrit words, which have been rendered into 293 Chinese

lexical items. We found that of the 293 items, only 20, that is, less than 7%, are not

phonetic loans. In fact, out of the 20 loanwords, 18 are hybrids, namely, one part of

the compound loanword is a phonetic loan, and the other part is a translated mor

pheme, or an added semantic marker. In Section 2, we introduce some scholars'

classifications of loanwords, and then classify the 293 Sanskrit loanwords according

to Haugen's (1950), Wu's (1994) and Chen's (2000) studies. The Sanskrit loanwords

are classified into three groups: (1) phonetic loans, for example, illOJmr~J; (2) hybrids:

which include (a) half-transliteration and half-translation, for example, i:g~WJ, (b)

translation plus a semantic marker, for example, i~JBi~J and (c) double renditions,

for example, ifDi1~J; (3) renditions plus added information, for example, illOJ5iWe
filtJ In Section 3, several kinds of phonological nativization are presented to show

how Chinese scholars transliterated the Sanskrit words. Phonological nativization

refers to the use of the most similar native sounds to transliterate the borrowed

sounds if the foreign sounds cannot be found in the borrowing languages. We dis

cuss the phon~logicalnativization of the vowels and the phonological nativization of

the consonants; the latter is divided into seven aspects: voicing, aspiration, palatal

stops, retroflexes, nasals, semivowels and fricatives. Section 4 displays two other

processes of the Sinicization of Sanskrit terms: syllable structure Sinicization and

syllable length Sinicization. Finally, Section 5 gives a brief summary of the paper.

* I am very grateful to the two anonymous reviewers who have given me invalu
able advice and comments on this paper. Without their critical comments, this
paper would not be presentable. All the faults remain mine.
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1. Introduction

Buddhism was introduced into China during the Han Dynasty, around 58

A.D., and Buddhist scriptures have been translated since 148 A.D. The transla
tion and transliteration of the Buddhist scriptures has had much influence on
Chinese phonology (Chen, 1994). Moreover, along with the dissemination of
Buddhism and the translation of the Buddhist texts, many lexical items have
been borrowed from Sanskrit into Chinese. The so-called Chinese loanwords
have two main origins: first, words that are employed to represent spiritual prac
tices, or abstract ideas which are not native to China; for example, {~ Fo 'Bud
dha', ~~ ]idu 'Christ', m1fll*~ Kelanjing 'Koran', ,~*J~ Wutuobang 'utopia'; sec
ondly, words that denote material or concrete things which are not found in the
Chinese culture; for example, i9>~ Shafa 'sofa', nhOl1Jp Kafei 'coffee', VJ51.1J Qiao

keli 'chocolate'. Most loanwords from Sanskrit belong to the first class.
In this study the data were collected from Guoyu Ribao's Loanwords Diction

ary (1985).1 There are 112 Sanskrit words, which have been transliterated and
translated into 293 Chinese lexical items. The 112 words are listed in the appen
dix with their Chinese renditions, Middle Chinese pronunciations, the meanings,2

1. It is the only loanword dictionary printed in Taiwan. However, due to the fact that few
people know Sanskrit, or that those who compiled the dictionary did not pay much atten·
tion to the correct spelling of the Sanskrit terms, out of 112 Sanskrit words there are 28
misspellings. It is really a great number of mistakes. I sent a list of corrections to the
publisher about five years ago, and asked them to make the corrections in their third print·
ing. They have promised to correct them in their next edition. I have double-checked
the incorrect spellings with three other dictionaries, Soothill & Hodous (1968), Liu & Kao,
et al. (1984), and Edgerton (1970).

2. Throughout the paper, the Middle Chinese pronunciations are mostly taken from Guo
(1986), which is in turn based on Wang's (1980) reconstruction of Middle Chinese. In Guo
(1986) there are two sets of reconstructions: one is Old Chinese and the other, Middle
Chinese. However, for ease of comparison the Middle Chinese reconstruction is used
throughout in this study. If the reconstructed pronunciation could not be found for cer
tain words, then their pronunciations were tracked down first in Guang Yun iJ'M, and then
the pronunciations were reconstructed according to Guo's (1986) system. For example,
the word i* is not found in Guo (1986); in Guang Yun it says i*, ~)(~+m. Thus, we recon
struct its pronunciation as Inul + hatl --. Inat/.
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and the pages on which they appear in the dictionary. Unlike most studies,
which claim that Chinese prefer semantic borrowings, or loan translations, we
found that of the 293 items, only 20, that is, less than 7%, are not phonetic bor
rowings. In fact, out of the 20 loanwords, 18 are hybrids, namely, one part of
the compound loanword is a phonetic loan, and the other part is the translated
portion or an added semantic marker. The whole strategy for the rendering of
Sanskrit words will be shown in the following sections. In Section 2, we intro
duce some scholars' classifications of loanwords, and then classify the 293 Sans
krit loanwords according to Haugen's (1950) and Wu's (1994) studies. In Sec
tion 3, several kinds of phonological nativization are presented to show how
Chinese scholars transliterated the Sanskrit words. Section 4 displays two
other processes of the Sinicization of Sanskrit terms: syllable structure Siniciza
tion (1§'-~fJ*6~i¥Ji~1l::) and syllable length Sinicization (1§'-W~!li¥Ji~1l::). Finally,
Section 5 gives a brief summary of the paper.

2. Classifications of Sanskrit Loanwords

Scholars have employed various criteria to classify Sanskrit loanwords,
with most of the criteria being based on phonetic, morphemic, or semantic con
siderations. For example, Haugen (1950) makes a division according to the
extent of morphemic substitution: none, partial or complete, that is, phonetic
loans, loanblends and loanshifts, respectively; Weinreich (1966) has similar
groupings, with the loanshifts further subdivided into loan transfations proper,
loan renditions and loan creations; Novotna (1967b, 1968, 1969) groups loanwords
into phonemic loans, graphic loans, hybrid words, loan-translations, semantic
loans and induced new-creations; Hock (1991) groups cultural borrowings
according to the adoption (of the foreign words with their morphology and pho
nology unmodified) or adaptation (integration of the borrowed words into the
structure of the borrowing language); Wu (1994) has classified loanwords into
five categories: transliteration, transliteration plus "a noun indicating classifica
tion" which we would call a "semantic marker,"3 half-transliteration and half
translation, loan translation, and pure translation. In this section we will com
bine Wu's (1994) and Haugen's (1950) classifications of loanwords to classify
Chinese loanwords from Sanskrit.

According to Haugen (1950), linguistic borrowing is a process involving re
production, and either substitution, importation, or both. Borrowings are clas-

3. Please refer to Chen (2000) for more discussion on semantic markers.
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sified according to no, partial or complete morphemic substitution. Words with
no morphemic substitution are called LOANWORDS where both forms and
meanings are borrowed, or assimilated with some adaptation to the phonological
system of the borrowing language. This is the meaning of loanwords in a nar
row sense; in fact, these kinds of words are called phonetic loans where the for
eign words are transliterated into the borrowing language without any relation
ship between the sounds and the meanings; for instance, i9>~ Sha/a 'sofa', t75ffil
Kaobei 'copy'. Throughout this paper loanword is used in a broad sense to
mean words borrowed from another language or dialect. Furthermore, words
with partial morphemic substitution are called LOANBLENDS, or hybrids,
where only part of the phonetic shape of the word is imported, and a native
portion is substituted for the rest; for example, PkiJtm Bingqilin 'ice-cream',

:i!{1]If;g- Miniqun 'mini-skirt' (the underlined parts indicate the phonetic shape of

parts of the compounds, and the doubly-underlined ones, native portions used in
translation). These are what Wu (1994) calls half-transliteration, half
translation words. According to Wu (1994), there are some loanwords that
employ the phonetic loan strategy but with a semantic marker to indicate part of
the meaning of the word. I consider these kinds of loanwords a subgroup of
loanblends. For example, {:!fd@~;E* Baolingqiu 'bowling', I;'±*S; Fushizhi 'fools-

cap' (the underlined parts are the transliteration of the English words, while the
doubly-underlined parts indicate that 'bowling' is a kind of ball game, and 'fools
cap' is a kind of paper). Finally, words with complete morphemic substitution
are what Haugen (1950) calls LOANSHIFTS, which include what are usually
called loan translations, where the morphemes in the complex or compound
words in the donor language are translated item by item, for example ~~
Youtong 'post-box', ~A Chaoren 'superman', and pure translations or semantic
loans, which borrow only the new concepts of the borrowed words, and use
native words from the borrowing languages to establish new compounds; some
examples are ~:Yt jiguang 'laser', 1lta15 Dianhua 'telephone' and IJ\~~ Xiaotiqin
'violin'.4 The classification of loanwords is summarized in (1):

4. According to Hock (1991), the terms 'loan shifts' and 'loan translations' are different. In
his definition, loan shifts are semantic loans which borrow only the meaning without the
process of translating the borrowed words morpheme by morpheme, while loan transla
tions translate morphologically complex foreign words using native words to match the
meaning and structure of the words in the donor language. Thus, the former does not
introduce new forms into the borrowing languages while the latter does. See Hock (1991)
Chapter 14. Hock's (1991) definition of 'loan shifts' is a narrower one.
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Loanword Classification Examples

I. Transliterations: 'coffee' ohnll1p Kafei

II. Hybrids:
a. Transliteration plus a semantic marker: 'bowling' 1:ljU$ft5 Baoling~

b. Half-transliteration and half-translation: 'ice-cream' PJ<mm6 Bingqilin

III. Translations:
a. Loan translations: 'football' ,lEft Zuqiu
b. Pure translations (semantic loans): 'laser' t~71:; Jiguang

As Haugen (1950) notes, nouns are the most easily borrowed words, then
various other parts of speech, and then suffixes, while the least borrowable ele
ments are inflections. Similarly, Jespersen (1964) also observes that there is a
much greater tendency to borrow 'full' words (substantives, adjectives, notional
verbs) than 'empty' words (pronouns, prepositions, auxiliary verbs, and conjunc
tions). Moreover, Novotna (1967a) also points out that the overwhelming
majority of loanwords in Chinese are nouns. In fact, all of the 293 Sanskrit
loanwords in this study belong to a single class, namely, nouns. Among the 293
Chinese renditions, 273 terms are phonetic loans, which will be dealt with in
Section 3. The other 20 rendered terms are all loanblends,7 which will be
discussed in this section; there are no loanshifts found in the data.

Loanblends are sometimes called 'hybrids'. However, according to
Novotna (1969), hybrid words can be understood both in a broad sense and in a
narrow sense. Hybrid words in a broad sense refer to "all combinations of het
erogeneous lexical constituents, i.e. native and borrowed root-morphemes and
word-formatives in one word," whereas hybrid words in a narrow sense refer to
"combinations of native and borrowed constituents which involve a discoverable
foreign model" (p. 48). In this study loanblends are taken in the broader sense.
As shown in (1), loanblends are further divided into: (a) transliteration plus a
semantic marker, and (b) half-transliteration and half-translation. The twelve
examples in (2) belong to the first subtype of loanblends, namely, transliteration

5. The underlined portion is the added semantic marker.
6. The underlined portion is the translated morpheme.
7. In the Appendix allloanblends are marked with the symbol *.
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plus a semantic marker.8

(2) Transliteration A a Semantic Marker:9

Sanskrit
a. arghya
b. harltaki
c. Sarira
d. Sumeru
e. tagara

(tagaraka)

f. tu~ita

g. udumbara

Chinese
fMHti07.K
1JOJr
~fljr

~JBiL1J

~j¥Hlf

~1¥iw

~Mw

1llD1¥iw
1JJo11¥i w
9'E$:;R

tHE

Middle Chinese
at gIa Gwi
xa tsI;}
Gia Ii tsI;}
sIu mle lcen
ka nom xlau
gIa nom xlaU
gIa nom xlau
gIa nom xlaU
gIa nom xlau
t;}U ~Iwet t'ien
dom xwa
I;}u dom xwa

Semantic Marker
'water'
'seed; something small and hard'
'seed; something small and hard'
'mountain'
'fragrance; incense'
'fragrance; incense'
'fragrance; incense'
'fragrance; incense'
'fragrance; incense'
'heaven'
'flower'
'flower'

In this type of rendition technique a Sanskrit term is transliterated and a
native semantic marker added to give more information about the transliterated
term. The semantic marker serves as the head of the hybrid compound. One
very common word in Chinese, ~:!if!: plngkuo 'apple', is actually an example of an
explicative hybrid from Sanskrit. The first constituent of the term, ~ pIng, is
an abbreviated transliterated word10 from the Sanskrit bimbara, while the sec
ond morpheme, :!if!: kuo, is a native explicative morpheme meaning 'fruit', to bring
semantic clarity to the transliterated term. Novotna (1969) names this type of
loanblend an explicative hybrid. Explicative hybrids are "semantically rather
indistinct loans" which are provided with "lexical constituents of the borrowing
language and thus explained as regards their meaning and ranged with native
lexical classes" (p. 49). That is, the borrowed phonetic loan is deficient in
semantic clarity, so a native constituent is added to the borrowed word. In (2a),
if the semantic marker 7.K / Gwi/ 'water' was not added, then it would be difficult

8. Throughout this paper the glosses of the Sanskrit examples are not listed, since it takes a
lot of space to explain the terms. For the meaning of each Sanskrit term, please refer to
the Appendix.

9. The underlined Chinese words indicate that they are semantic markers whose meanings
are given under the semantic marker column. The plain Chinese words are the transliter
ations of the Sanskrit words.

10. The character iJ.l!l pzng should not be considered as a word, since it never occurs alone.
For more discussion on the morphemic structure of the word iJ.l!l* pzngkuo, please refer to
Xie (1994).
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for the common people to understand what exactly ~1fJlJ / at gla/ means. If the
semantic marker LlJ /~ren/ 'mountain' was not added to ~lHi /slu mle/ in (2d),
then few people would know that Sumeru is a name of a mountain. Likewise, if in
(2g) the semantic marker 1E /xwa/ 'flower' is not added to the transliterated terms
it / dum/ and 1~ it /r;~u dum/, then no one except those in the Buddhist circle
would know that they refer to some kind of flowers. Thus, semantic markers
play an important role to bring semantic clarity to the transliterated terms.

The second subtype of loanblend is half-transliteration and half-translation.
Hockett (1958) defines this kind of loanblend as "a new idiom developed in the
borrowing situation, in which both the loanword and the loanshift mechanisms
are involved: the borrower imports part of the model and replaces part of it by
something already in his own language." The foreign words must have two
morphemes; one of them is transliterated and the other is translated. Novotna
(1969) also states that half-transliteration and half-translation is a lexical irino
vation created by the "joint application of the mechanisms of phonemic borrow
ing and loan-translating, i.e. a part of the model is borrowed and another part is
replaced by a native constituent". For example, Czech sebekritika 'self-criticism'
is a loanblend which is composed of a translated morpheme sebe 'self' and a
transliterated morpheme kritika. Among the 20 non-phonetic loans, there are
five examples of this type. Moreover, these are all two morpheme compounds or
phrases. The first morphemes are transliterated while the second morphemes
are translated. Five examples are shown in (3). The underlined morphemes
indicate the translation parts, and those without underlining are simply phonetic
transliterations. The glosses give the meanings of the translated morphemes.

(3) Half-transliteration and Half-translation:
Sanskrit Chinese Middle Chinese Gloss

a. bodhidruma :g~W bull diei 4;lu 'tree'
b. dhyana samadhi ffr~5E 4;lw dieD 'intent contemplation'
c. sftavana F~t** cei da Bem 'forest'
d. sftavana ~~t** cei da Bem 'forest'
e. Yama-raja OO• .:E jl£m mua jlwan 'king'

11. In Guo (1986) the reconstructed pronunciation of i'f is /bdk/ (Vfj~tW). As one of the
reviewers pointed out, however, there are two pronunciations for the word i'f in Guang
Yun Jj'~ (actually there are four different pronunciations). The one cited in Guo (1986),
namely, /bdk/, refers to a type of grass. When it refers to 'perfect wisdom' in the Bud
dhist sense, often occurring as i'ffJl1:, the reconstructed pronunciation should be /bu/ Oliifj
W).
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In (3) the first morphemes in all the examples are two syllables long and they
are transliterated into Chinese with two syllables, except for example (3b). In
(3b) the Sanskrit term dhytina is usually abbreviated as W~~ /4iI£n/ instead of being
fully transliterated as ff~~ /4iI£n na/. Likewise, when it forms part of a com
pound, it shows up in the abbreviated form, as in dhytina samtidhi ffi~7E /4iI£n
dieD/.

There are still three examples which cannot be grouped into either the trans
literation plus a semantic marker, or half-transliteration and half-translation
groups. They are shown in (4):

(4) Sanskrit Chinese Middle Chinese
a. samgha fO-§-fW llua llap Sd'D
b. Amitabha 1lliJ5m~'t:{ijt a mle da blwdt
c. Maitreya 5m¥1J{ijt mle ldk blwdt

In Liang's (1994) study on the structure of Buddhist terms from Sanskrit, she
has classified hybrid words, which she has called "Sanskrit-Chinese combined
words", into four kinds: transliteration plus a Chinese classification nominal
morpheme, a Chinese word plus a transliteration, a newly-coined transliterated
word plus a Chinese morpheme, and the combination of synonymous or near
synonymous Sanskrit and Chinese words. Some examples of the fourth type
are words like m~t /ni ku/ 'Buddhist nun' and jitU± /t~'at t'u/ 'land, fields, coun
try'. The first morpheme of m~t /ni ku/ is an abbreviated form of the word.tt
lim /pi k'ldu nil 'a nun, an almswoman', which was transliterated from the
Sanskrit bhik$u1;li. In Sanskrit the suffix -1;li denotes female. The word bhik$u

means 'Buddhist monk', and bhik$u1;li means 'Buddhist nun'. The second mor
pheme of m~ /ni ku/, namely, ~ /ku/, means 'father's sister, husband's sister,
sister-in-law', and also it refers to females. The combination of the transliterat
ed term and the native morpheme with the same meaning results in a hybrid
word. Similarly, the first morpheme in jitU± /trat t'u/ is an abbreviated translit
eration of the Sanskrit k$etra 'land, country', and the second morpheme in
Chinese has the same meaning. Thus, the combination of the two morphemes
functions like a coordinative compound in Chinese. Actually, the fourth type of
hybrid word is a subtype of Novotna's (1969) explicative hybrids which she calls
'copulative compounds'. Hybrid words from English such as -tJt k'apiiin 'card'
and -t* k'ache 'car' belong to the same type. The first morphemes of the words
show the transliteration parts and the second morphemes are simply native
morphemes with the same meanings. The example in (4a), namely, samgha foi3
fW /llua llap SdD/, belongs to what Liang (1994) calls hybrids combining synony-
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mous or near-synonymous Sanskrit and Chinese words. The first morpheme of
the Chinese rendered term in (4a) fO-E3- 11lua 1lapl 'gathering, assembly' is a trans
lation of the Sanskrit term samgha, and the second morpheme M IS:}DI is an
abbreviated transliteration of the same Sanskrit term. The resultant Chinese
term is just like a double rendition of the Sanskrit term. There are many other
examples of double rendition found in the Buddhist scriptures, as mentioned in
Chen (2000). Examples like sriivaka §FJfj5fj-T I ",lED mlu;:m diei tSfdl 'a Buddhist
disciple', Avalokitesvara Gt!t1fEltE Ikuan ",fei fem dzi dzni/ 'name of a Bodhi
sattva, lit. the onlooking sovereign', and aparimita ~:I:~~ Imfu IraD mfu \ful
'unmeasured, unlimited' are all cases of double rendition. The difference is that
the resultant forms in these three examples of double rendition are loanshifts,
while the example in (4a) is a hybrid. Moreover, Liang (1994) mentions that all
the examples of hybrids combining synonymous or near-synonymous Sanskrit
and Chinese words are "Sanskrit in the front and Chinese in the back". What
she means is that the first morphemes are always transliterated terms, while the
second morphemes are always translated ones, as in :tint!! Idam ",lei 'almsgiving'
0J.!.~ Ibai tsan I 'hymns in praise of Buddha' and J'lJl Imua klwdi/ 'the destroyer,
evil one, devil' in addition to mM Ini kul 'Buddhist nun' and 5il1J± It\'at t'ul 'land,
fields, country'. However, example (4a) is a counter-example to her study.
More interestingly, one of her examples is Mig ISdD Irol 'an assembly of monks',
which is very similar to our example fO-E3-M hua 1lap sdD/. First, they are both
renditions of the Sanskrit samgha; secondly, they are both double renditions of
the Sanskrit term; and lastly, they are both hybrid words. They differ only in
one aspect: the former is a transliteration-translation hybrid, just like many of
the other examples, while the latter is a translation-transliteration hybrid.

The examples in (4b-c) are not hybrids; nor are they phonetic loans. Chen
(2000) names them 'inexact renditions', which include renditions with added
information, renditions with deleted information and the use of different terms
to translate other terms (loose translations or wrong translations). In these two
examples, 1'* Ibfwdtl 'Buddha' is the added information part, which I consider a
'semantic marker'. As mentioned earlier, a semantic marker is a morpheme
added to a transliterated morpheme; its function is to bring semantic clarity to
the term. In (4b-c) we find that a semantic marker can itself be a phonetic loan.
The semantic marker 1'* Ibfwdtl is a transliteration of the Sanskrit word Bud
dha. It is a very common Chinese word. Some might even think that it is a
native word, like a phonoideogram (Xlngsheng Zi H;§* 'lit. shape-sound
words'), which is composed of a signific A Yen 'person' and a phonetic 5t jU 'not'.
It can thus function as a semantic marker, and was added to the transliterated
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terms 1fJlJ5fi~B Ia mie dal and 5fi¥1J Imie l;:)k/, to indicate that Amitabha and
Maitreya are Buddhas. If only the transliterated word were used, the common
people might not know who Amitabha and Maitreya are. We know that the
transliterated word {~ Ibiw;:)tl 'Buddha' functions as a native word. It has very.
strong word-forming capacity and can thus play the role of a semantic marker to
bring semantic clarity to the transliterated terms. Another similar and very
common example is ~jjmif.FtH~ I<ei£k kia m1;:)U ni biw;:)tl 'the saint of the Sakya
tribe, the Buddha', which is also an example of an inexact rendition with ~jjmif.

ft:!, I <ei£k kia mi;:)u nil, transliteration of Sanskrit Sakyamuni, plus a semantic
marker {~ Ibiw;:)t/.

It is to be noted that there are no loanshifts among the 293 words in our data.
However, this does not mean that there is no loan translation strategy employed
in translating Sanskrit words; instead, it simply means that there are no loan
translations in the dictionary which I chose to study the loanwords. As a mat
ter of fact, there are many common Sanskrit loan translations mentioned in the
dictionary, but they are not listed as separate items. Some examples are listed
in (5). All the examples in (5) have two morphemes in both Sanskrit and
Chinese. The first morphemes are underlined, and the second morphemes are
doubly underlined.

(5) Sanskrit Chinese Middle Chinese Gloss--
1. danapati ~:± <eie t<eiu dana - 'charity, alms'

pati - 'lord, master'
2. bodhidruma Jl;~j kJk ziu bodhi - 'the enlightened mind'--

druma - 'tree'
3. mahaprajfia *~~ da tie liiwei maha - 'great'

prajfia- 'wisdom'
4. mahasattva *5R± da t<eiulJ ~BIJ maha - 'great'

sattva - 'all the beings'
5. Sltavana ~** Q'@ lrem sIta - 'cold'

vana - 'forest'

Loanshifts are the most commonly used forms in Chinese. However, there
are no loanshifts compiled, or rather I should say that loanshifts are not listed as
loanword items in this dictionary. Only words involving transliterations are
considered loanwords, according to the present dictionary. Although words
with a loanshift strategy are not listed as loanword items, some are mentioned
under the items for other strategies, namely, phonetic loans, or loanblends.
Loanshifts are listed in the Appendix with the symbol 3:P.
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3. Phonological Nativization
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Sapir (1921) claims that "the borrowing of foreign words always entails their
phonetic modification. There are sure to be foreign sounds or accentual peculi
arities that do not fit the native phonetic habits." Hock (1991) also mentions
that loanwords need to be nativized into the borrowing languages. This nativi
zation involves phonology, lexicon and inflectional morphology. Phonological
nativization refers to the choosing of the most similar native sounds to transliter
ate the borrowed sounds, if they can not be found in the borrowing language.
For example, English uses the voiceless velar stop /k/ to indicate the voiceless
velar fricative /x/ in German in the word Bach. Likewise, there are some
sounds which are not found in Chinese phonology. In order to transliterate
some Sanskrit terms, translators needed to choose more similar Chinese sounds
to transliterate the Sanskrit sounds. In this section the phonological nativiza
tion of the 293 Sanskrit terms will be dealt with. There are systematic sound
correspondences in this nativization process. We will first briefly discuss the
nativization of vowels, and then the nativization of consonants, which includes
voicing, aspiration, palatal stops, retroflexes, nasals, semivowels and fricatives.

3.1. Vowels

When transliterating Sanskrit terms, long and short vowels are considered
to be the same. The same Chinese characters can represent syllables with long
or short vowels. Some examples are shown in (6):

(6) a. upasika ,~~~wrJm! [u puo sIe kaJ b. ~Iaya JloJwlJ:Ef13 [g lot jlaJ
upasaka ,~~~*Jm! [u puo sok kaJ ~gada ~1tJD~t [g glo daJ

c. Arnitabha 5m~t [rnle doJ d. Bhik$uJ)i .l:tliffi [pi k'idu !!iJ
- -

sitavana WE~t;f* [Qi do BernJ rnaQi $ffi [rnuo !!iJ

e. surneru {I~~;jf [sidu rniei IduJ f. surnati ~J'i.fJt [siu rnuo dieiJ
siltra {~~m [sidu ton IoJ silrya ~J'i~:Ef13 [siu Ii jlaJ

The reason that vowel length is not distinguished in transliteration might be
that there were no long vowels in Middle Chinese. Thus, in transliteration,
short vowels were employed to render long vowels. Pulleyblank (1984, 1991),
however, has claimed that vowel length was a main feature in Middle Chinese,
and that vowel length distinguished the First Division Rhyme (-~ ~J!) and the
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Second Division Rhyme12 (=~il). On the other hand, some other scholars have
grouped different rhyme divisions according to the vowel quality. If there was
a short vs. long vowel distinction in Middle Chinese, the translators should have
used different sounds to distinguish short vowels from long vowels. For more
arguments against short vs. long vowel distinction in Middle Chinese, one can
refer to Chen (1996). How then did translators account for the Sanskrit vowel
length? Chen (2000) proposes that, in order to indicate short transliterated
vowels in Sanskrit, translators would use closed syllables to preserve the length
of the vowels. Vowels in open syllables are usually longer than those in closed
syllables. Moreover, long Sanskrit vowels were usually transliterated into
Chinese with open syllables.

The other possibility might be, as Boucher (1998) has pointed out, that in the
translation the translator might confuse short and long vowels during the oral!
aural transmission of the Buddhist texts, due to the "Prakritic or Central Asian
pronunciation of the text". Thus, sometimes mistakes would be made in the
translation process. For example, billa (childish, foolish) has been translated as
bala (strong). Boucher (1988) also noted that the Buddhist texts might be writ
ten in kharm;thf script, which did not mark the vowel length. This shows that
the translators, most being non-native speakers of Sanskrit, did not know Sans
krit well; otherwise, the script would not have influenced their translation.
Another possibility might be that the Buddhist terms were not transliterated
directly from Sanskrit, but from some other Central Asian languages in which
there was no short vs. long vowel distinction.

3.2. Consonants

The Sanskrit consonants will first be introduced, then the Chinese ones.
There are thirty-three consonants in Sanskrit: twenty-five stops, which are
arranged neatly according to their place and manner of articulation, four semi
vowels, and four fricatives. They are listed as follows:

12. In Middle Chinese vowels were divided into four divisions. The higher the division, the
more open the vowel is. However, Pulleyblank has argued that the difference between
the First and the Second Division Rhymes was the vowel length, not the vowel quality.
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(7) Stops:
Voiceless Voiced Nasal

plain aspirated plain aspirated
Velar k q:; kh ~ g 11" gh 'Ef fi ~

Palata113 c ~ ch ~ j \if jh ~ fi o:r
Retroflex t C th 0" c;l 5 c;lh c: 1) tIT
Dental t (f th tr d ~ dh tr n ';{

Labial p q ph qi" b iif bh 11 m 11

Velar Palatal Retroflex Dental Labial
Semivowels:14 y tr r "{ I M v q

Fricatives:
voiceless: 13 ~ $ !if s 'ij"

voiced: h '[
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13. One of the reviewers pointed out that according to Stenzler (1965), Gonda (1966), Renou
(1984), and Tsuji (1991), Sanskrit palatals should be affricates instead of stops. We, how
ever, propose that Sanskrit palatals are stops, not affricates. Our reasons are as follows:
first, in Hans Hock's view (personal communication), according to Sanskrit phoneticians
and grammarians, the palatals are stops. This is also supported by the fact that the pala
tal series comes between the velar and retroflex series, and neither of them can be consid
ered affricates, nor can they be listed separately as an affricate series. Secondly, even
now, in most Indo-Aryan languages, the palatals are stops. They do have some degree of
sibilant off-glide (this is natural for palatals) as well as other laminal stops (Ladefoged &
Maddieson 1996). Thirdly, auditorily, Sanskrit palatal stops differ remarkably from the
assibilated affricates of English, which in fact come close to being bisegmental, such as the
German Ipf/, Itsl and Ikxl, which in turn are much more clearly affricated. Fourthly, it
is the voiceless aspirated palatal stop Ichl for which there is some evidence of affricate
status, in so far as it is a realization of the expected -cs-, as in tacchrutva (tat + srutva).
There is a sandhi rule which says that before the palatal sibilant lsi, It I is assimilated to
lsi, and becomes Icl, and then the following lsi is converted to Ich/. The outcome is
always and clearly bisegmental, however, as shown by the spelling -cch- and by the fact
that the first written stop element is mora bearing in verse. Finally, the Sanskrit voice
less aspiration is much stronger and much more turbulent than the English aspiration.
The affrication here can be easily explained as involving an overlap of oral placement
features over the duration of the aspirate release. The absence of such developments for
non-aspirated palatal stops (or other stops) provides further reason for being cautious
about labeling the Sanskrit and modern Indo-Aryan palatal stops as affricates. Due to
the constraint of space, I cannot do full justice to such a thesis, and I will return to this
issue in a forthcoming paper.

14. Whitney (1889) said that "the name given to this class of sounds by the Hindu grammarians
in antaJ:,.stha standing between - either from their character as utterances intermediate
between vowel and consonant, or (more probably) from the circumstance of their being
placed between the mutes and spirants in the arrangement of the consonants." According
to the Paninian school all the semi-vowels are produced with the organs slightly in contact
or in imperfect contact.
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In Chinese there are thirty-five consonants which are illustrated in (8):

(8) Initials In Late Middle Chinese:15

Gutturals: ~ eP t% J ~ x ~ 1)

Velar stops: J! k ~ k' f:f g ~ D
Dental stops: Jiffij t ~ t' JE d ¥m n *
Retroflex stops: ~D t fi t' ~ <;l B t:
Alveolar sibilants: :M ts ~ ts' 1ft dz iL,' s !f~ z
Retroflex sibilants: m: t~ fJ] t~'

;,g <;lz LD ~7J'

Alveolo-palatal sibilants: """ tee s tee' !iJa d~ ~ ee ffr'J.¥. s s ~

Bilabial stops: • p if p' 1ft b Et§ m

3.2.1. Voicing

While dealing with the data, one might find that sometimes voiced and
voiceless stops are borrowed with the same Chinese characters as shown in
examples (9a-c); sometimes even aspirated and unaspirated stops are transliter
ated using the same sound as seen in example (9d):

(9) a. stil~ $~~~ [~Iwet tu bua]
udumbara 1i1!t~if [I~m dam bua la]

b. kalaviI)ka ~~7Jij[1fJD [ka lIdD bIen &!E] .
a@da jliiJ1fJD~'f: [a &!E da]

c. var~ika ~gffi~ [bua ~i ka]
yo@ Jmf]D [jlu ka]

d. voiced unaspirated: agada jliiJ1fJD ~'f: [a gIa da]
voiced aspirated: Buddha {~~'f: [blwdt da]
voiceless unaspirated: dhuta mU'f: [ddu da]
voiceless aspirated: gatha {I~'E [gI£t da]

The examples in (9) make one wonder whether there are certain rules in
transliterating Sanskrit sounds regarding voicing and aspiration. In this sec
tion voicing will be discussed, while aspiration will be dealt with in the next

15. According to Wang (1980), ~D, W, w: are alveolo-palatals, and jjf, :fJJ, *" Ware palato
alveolars. We, however, advocate Li's (1971) reconstruction, that ffl t. i'i'lJ1 t', w: Qare
retroflex stops, and jjf t~, :fJJ t~', *' QZ, W ~ are retroflex sibilants.
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section. In fact, after listing all the sound correspondences, we find that the
percentage of voicing correspondence between Sanskrit and Middle Chinese is
very high. Out of 157 unaspirated oral stops there are 136 (86.6%) that retain
the same voicing features; that is, if the Sanskrit sounds are voiced, the trans
literated Chinese sound will be voiced. Likewise, if the Sanskrit sounds are
voiceless, the corresponding sound in Chinese will be voiceless. The number of
each correspondence is shown in (10):

(10)

No. Sanskrit Middle Chinese Number of
Stops16 Transliteration Examples

a. Ikl Ikl 16

b. Ikl Igl 1

c. Ikl Idl 1

d. Ikl ItGI 1

e. Igl Igl 9

f. Igl Ikl 6

g. Igl 1'61 1

h. ItI ItI 26

i. ItI Idl 4

j. ItI 11/ 2

k. ItI Ikl 1

1. Idl Idl 30

m. Idl Inl 1

n. Ipl Ipl 32

o. Ipl Ibl 5

p. Ibl Ibl 20

q. Ibl Ixl 1

16. Here we only discuss oral stops. Nasal stops will be discussed in Section 3.2.5. and palatal
stops will be introduced in Section 3.2.3.
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Of the 21 examples of voicing discrepancy, 19 of them are actually related to our
discussion of voicing. Some of the examples even change the place of articula
tion in transliteration, as in (10c) and (10k), which is not our concern at this
moment. These examples could be due to careless transliterations. Chen
(2000) points out that intervocalic voiceless stops are usually transliterated into
Chinese voiced stops. This is a kind of weakening in many Indo-European lan
guages. As Varma (1961) points out, it is a prevalent tendency for Indo-Aryan
dialects to "maintain plosion of consonants in the initial position, and to reduce
their plosion in the medial and final positions". That is, the initial stops are
usually pronounced stronger, while the medial and final stops are weaker.
Some of the examples of Sanskrit intervocalic voiceless stops that have been
transliterated into Chinese as voiced stops are given in (11):

(11) a. Amitabha 5mwt [mle da]
b. Amitabha JliiJ5mwt1<m [a mle da]
c. sumati ~§*t:lE [slu mua diei]/ ......... -

d. tU$ita 9'E$wt [t8U $lwet da
e. u~saka 1jt¥l~ [i bu s8k]
f. u~saka 1!f~~ [18U bua s8k]
g. u~sika 1!f~~ [18U bua ji]

This phenomenon is further corroborated by our data. All voiceless stops in the
word-initial positions were transliterated as Middle Chinese voiceless stops, that
is, without weakening, except for the two examples in (12). Note that these two
examples were transliterated from a single Sanskrit term.

(12) a. ~thaka

b. ~thaka
~~:!F

~§iP

[bua tf8k]
[bua $i]

Another possibility which indicates that some voicing discrepancy has oc
curred is that the Sanskrit terms were not transliterated directly, but from other
languages. Boucher (1998) has pointed out that the confusion between voiced
and voiceless intervocalic stops was a general phenomenon in Prakrit. He has
studied translation errors in Dharmarak$a's translation of the Buddhist scripture
Saddharmapu1JQarikasiltra, and found that in one case Dharmarak$a confused
prati:P!!(tti) (good conduct) and pradipa (lamp).
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There are many examples in which the aspiration in Sanskrit has not been
preserved in the Chinese renditions. Some examples are given in (13):

(13) a. ar~ [loJ1fJo [a gIg]
b. sarhgha fi1fJo [S8l;) gIg]
c. bodhi i¥~ [bu diei]
d. Buddha *We [bu da]
e. Buddha 19.~* [mu8t da]
f. dhuta EJiWe [d8u da]
g. bhik~u ;0~ [biet t~'iu]

h. bhik~uI)l 'I'/jij~m [biet Wiu ni]

All the examples in (13) lose their aspiration in the Chinese transliterations,
namely, the velar voiced stop /gh/ becomes /g/, the dental voiced stop /dh/
becomes /d/, and the bilabial voiced stop /bh/ becomes fbi. It is controversial
whether the Middle Chinese voiced series was aspirated or unaspirated. Karl
gren (1962) and others have reconstructed all voiced stops as being aspirated, by
comparing various Chinese dialects. Li (1956), on the other hand, used the trans
literation of the 49 Sanskrit sounds into Chinese to support his arguments that
Middle Chinese voiced stops should be unaspirated. He pointed out that when
transliterating unaspirated Sanskrit stops, the Indian or Chinese monks usually
used the corresponding unaspirated Chinese series; however, when aspirated San
skrit stops were being transliterated, varying methods were devised. For
instance, the monks used erheyin (two-combined-sound, =~lf) to transliterate
the aspirated series. TT /ga/ is transliterated as ~ and 'Ef /gha/ as ~16J (16J is a
word with [§! h/ initial). Some have transliterated the aspirated and unaspirat
ed series using the same initials, noted that the aspirated stops were 'strong
sounds' (:mlf), which might mean having aspiration. Still others added a char
acter component (ID~) to the transliteration of the unaspirated series to denote
that they were aspirated. The so-called character components were usually
used to denote the semantic categories of the words. For example, 1 was used
to denote that a word had something to do with water, or being liquid. The
character component used frequently to indicate that the words were being
aspirated was 0 (meaning 'mouth'). Perhaps it was arbitrarily chosen, simply
to show that the sounds were different from the unaspirated series, since no cor
responding aspirated stops could be found in Middle Chinese. Some examples
are given in (14) for illustration purposes:
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(14) ba
da
ga
c;la

bha
dha
gha
c;lha

oE:, , o~

n~

~m

~

As a result, one can conclude that voiced unaspirated stops were more likely to
exist in Middle Chinese, while voiced aspirated stops might be lacking. The
latter were transliterated into Chinese without independent characters, but with
some other modifications, such as using two-combined-sounds, making an extra
annotation, or adding a character component.

In our data there are 56 examples where words with aspiration was trans
literated. The number of each type of aspiration transformation is shown in
(15):

(15)

No. Sanskrit Middle Chinese Number of
Aspiration Transliteration Examples

a. /kh/ /g/ 1

b. /gh/ /k/ 1

c. /gh/ /g/ 9

d. /th/ /t/ 1

e. /th/ /n/ 1

f. /th/ /$/ 1

g. /dh/ /th/ 1

h. /dh/ /t/ 1

1. /dh/ /d/ 33

J. /bh/ /b/ 4

k. /bh/ /p/ 3

Out of the 56 examples, only one retained its aspiration; all other 55 exam
ples lost it. We might want to ask why aspiration was not preserved in Middle
Chinese transliterations. Could it be that there were no aspirated stops in Mid
dle Chinese, so the translators had to render aspirated stops as unaspirated ones?
In fact, there is a consensus in Middle Chinese reconstruction, that there were
voiceless aspirated stops; however, it is controversial whether the voiced stops
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were aspirated or unaspirated. Karlgren (1962) and others have reconstructed
voiced stops as being aspirated by comparing various Chinese dialects. Li
(1956), on the other hand, has employed the transliteration of the 49 Sanskrit
sounds into Chinese to support his arguments that Middle Chinese voiced stops
should be unaspirated. Of 54 examples that lost aspiration in the transliteration
process, 46 (85%) of them were voiced aspirated stops, which were transliterated
as voiced unaspirated stops. If there were no voiced aspirated stops in Middle
Chinese, then it is very likely that the translators would render them as voiced
unaspirated stops.

Another possible explanation would be that the Buddhist texts from which
the transliterated terms were rendered were not written in Sanskrit, but in some
other language, which did not have any aspiration contrast. For example, in
Tocharian A and Tocharian B there were no aspirated stops (Adam 1988). The
contrast between plain and aspirated stops was eliminated (Winter 1984). Bur
row (1937) said that "there is a tendency to drop the aspiration in the aspirated
consonants kh, gh, etc. That was because the native language of Shan-Shan had
no aspirates and consequently in pronouncing the Prakrit they neglected them."
Boucher (1998) also finds some translation mistakes in the Saddharmapu1J,rJarzka
satra where aspirated stops were confused with unaspirated stops, or vice versa.
For example, gha1J,ta 'bell' was translated as gandha 'incense', daru1J,a 'dreadful'
was translated as dhara1J,a 'preserve, uphold,' and bhuta 'genuine, reality' was
translated as buddha 'Buddha', etc. He assumed that such mistakes were
caused by "a Prakritic or Central Asian pronunciation of the text".

3.2.3. Palatal Stops

Since there are no palatal stops in Middle Chinese, the Sanskrit palatal stops
were nativized as Chinese alveolo-palatal affricates and fricatives. We found
13 examples in the data of Sanskrit palatal stops which were transliterated into
13 Chinese alveolo-palatal sibilants, including 7 affricates, as in (l6a-g), and 6
fricatives as in (16h-m):
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(16) a. ~(;Hila 1m**i [tGIW c;la la]
b. caturdisa fB~ [tGlw diei]
c. Clna 1ft.§. [tGlen tan]
d. Clna Ji.§. [tGlen tan]
e. Clna tj.§. [tGlen tan]
f. aVIci flliJ.§t [a bi tGiJ
g. Clna ffi$f1 [d4,len tan]
h. afij~na ~~~~ [an 4,lw na]
1. afij~na ~r¥J~ [an 4,la na]
J. acarya flliJr¥J~ [a 4,la li]
k. Mafij~sri ~~~flj [mlwlm 4,lu glet Ii]

1. Mafij~sri x~gffiflj [mlu8n 4,lu ~i li]
m. Mafij~sri XJJK [mlu8n 4,lu]

3.2.4. Retroflexes

Some scholars doubt whether a retroflex series was necessary in the conso
nant system in Middle Chinese. Their arguments are: first, in the Fanqie spell
ing system, words beginning with dental ftffij t, ~ t', 5E d, ~ n, or retroflex stops ~D

t, 1~ t', ~ c;l, ~~ 1) had the same upper characters (or the same initials). This
implies that the retroflexes were not independent initials. Second, in Early
Mandarin the retroflex series merged into the palatal series ~ tG, ~ tG', "* d4,.
That is, the retroflexes first split from the dentals, and then merged with the
palatals. However, Luo (1931) has proved that in the Middle Chinese consonant
system, the retroflex series must have been independent phonemes. He first
studied about thirty Buddhist works in which 42, or in some cases 49 Sanskrit
sounds were transliterated. He focused on the transliteration of the Sanskrit
retroflex stops c t, 5th, sc;l, ~c;lh, and Of 1). Luo found that, of the 30 Buddhist
works, 27 employed the Chinese retroflex series ~D t, 1~ t', ~ c;l, ~~ 1) to transliter
ate the Sanskrit retroflexes. Moreover, he chose from some Buddhist scriptures
155 Sanskrit Buddhist terms which have retroflexes. He found that there were
126 terms which were transliterated with the retroflex series in Chinese. It
seems convincing then, that there should have been retroflexes in Middle
Chinese.

In our data there are only three Sanskrit terms with retroflex stops (not
counting the retroflex nasal 11)/, to be discussed in Section 3.2.5.), two of them
with a voiced unaspirated retroflex Ic;ll and one with a voiceless unaspirated
retroflex It/. The former has been transliterated into 10 Chinese terms: in four
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cases 1(;1/ was transliterated as a voiced unaspirated retroflex Ic;l/, as shown in
(17a-d); in four other cases it was transliterated as a voiced unaspirated dental
Idl, as shown in (17e-h); in two other cases, it was transliterated as a dental
nasal Inl, as shown in (17i-j). On the other hand the Sanskrit term with the
voiceless unaspirated retroflex stop ItI was transliterated into two Chinese
terms, and in both cases ItI was transliterated as a liquid 11/ as shown in (17k-I):

(17) a. candala
.~

b. maodala
c. maodala
d. maodala
e. cao@la
f. maodala
g. maodala

h. maodala
i. maodala
j. maodala

k. kot!
1. kot!

ilPt;jHI
1jljlj;~ai

~*m

~*
ilPt~tm

~3i*
~~tm

?t'l:EJ.m
~~

~~m

ttlflJ
1~flJ

[tceim da laJ
[muon cg laJ
[muan cg laJ
[muan cgJ
[tceim do laJ
[miwEn dot naJ
[miwEn do laJ

[muon tat laJ
[miwEn naJ
[miwEn na laJ

[kiu liJ

[kiu liJ

The reason that a retroflex stop would be transliterated as a dental stop
might be that in some of the translators' dialects there were no retroflexes, thus
they would use similar sounds to replace the retroflexes. In (17i-j) a retroflex
stop was transliterated into Chinese as a nasal stop. This might be the effect of
assimilation. In both examples the consonant preceding the retroflex stop is a
retroflex nasal, with the nasality spreading to the stop. Through oral transmis
sion, the translators could have heard a nasal sound, and thus transliterated the
retroflex as a dental nasal. As for why a retroflex stop was transliterated into
a liquid 11/, as in (17k-I), Luo (1931) has explained the discrepancy. The liquid
was used to translate the Sanskrit retroflexes as a result of the fact that the
translators came from different regions. They might have replaced the retro
flexes with the liquid if they did not have retroflexes in their own dialects.
Zhou (1981), on the other hand, has argued that during the Wei (220-265 A.D.) and
Jin Dynasties (265-420 A.D.), the retroflex series did not diverge from the dental
series. Thus in order to translate Sanskrit retroflex stops they substituted for
these stops the Chinese liquid 11/, since it somehow functioned as a retroflex. Ji
(1982) has further investigated the inconsistencies of Sanskrit retroflexes trans
lated into the Chinese liquid 11/. He found that in Pali the retroflexes Ic;l/, and
Ic;lhl became 11/, and Ilhl when they occurred between two vowels. For exam-
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pIe, Pali ave/a, pe/a originated from the Sanskrit apirj,a, perj,a, respectively. As
well in the B.gveda, the I c;ll >IV phenomenon also occurred. Ji's explication is
highly plausible. The Ic;l/, Ic;lhl ~ IV sound change is also found in MacDonell's
(1968) Vedic Grammar: "In the later Sarphitas l is also found for rj, between
vowels when the final of a word (like / in RV.): thus tura$al ayuktasal:z (VS.) for
turil$at 'overpowering quickly'; phal fti (AV.) for phat (AV.)...." (p. 45). Since
the retroflex dental stop ItI in (17k-I) was between two vowels, as in Pali and
B.gveda, it was replaced by a liquid 11/. This suggests that some of the Buddhist
texts were not translated directly from Sanskrit, but from other Indian dialects,
such as Prakrit or Pali, and that the Buddhist scriptures might have been written
in other dialects, which would have changed the Sanskrit retroflexes into the
liquid 11/ when the former were in intervocalic positions. Thus, it is under
standable that the Sanskrit retroflexes were transliterated with the Chinese *
11/.

3.2.5. Nasals

There are six nasals in Sanskrit: a velar nasal Inl, a palatal nasal lfi/, a
retroflex nasal 10/, a dental nasal Inl, a labial nasal Iml and an anusvara Im/.
We found that there is no velar nasal 1M in the data while the palatal nasal lill
occurs seven times: five in the coda position (l8a-e) and two in the onset position
(l8f-g):

(18) a. afijana ~j;iJ1J:I3 [an 4ila na]
b. ailjana ~MJf1J:l3 [an 4ilm na]
c. MafijusrJ: 'IJ*~flJ [mlwlm 4iIU Qlet Ii]

d. MailjusrJ: )(~gffiflJ [mlu;:m 'flU ~i li]
e. MailjusrJ: )(~ [mludn 'flU]
f. mahaprajila .~~B [mua xa puan t:lak]
g. prajfia ~B [puan Oak]

Since there is no corresponding palatal nasal in Chinese, the Sanskrit lill in
the coda position was nativized as a dental nasal Inl, as in (18a-e); when the lill
was in the consonant cluster /jill, the consonant cluster was transliterated into
Chinese as hi as in (18f-g).

Moreover, the Sanskrit retroflex nasal 101 occurs 30 times in our data:
twelve in the onset position and 18 in the coda position. All were transliterated
into a Chinese dental nasal Inl without exception. Some examples are given in
(19):
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3.2.6. Semivowels

The semivowel Ir/ in Sanskrit became the liquid 11/ in Chinese, since there
was no corresponding sound in Chinese. In our data Sanskrit Irl was nativized
into Middle Chinese 11/ in all 82 examples without exception. Some of these
examples are given in (22):

(22) a. anuttara IlPJw~m [a n;:}u ta 19]
b. Asura 1lPJ11~m [a si;:}u 19]
c. mandarava ~~r.4m [miwBn da 19]=- ~,-"---

d. kinnara ~mm [kien na 19]
e. mara JJfm [mua 19]
f. dharal)l ~tm~ [da 19 ni]
g. parajika iElm~ [pua 19 ji]
h. paramita iElmii~ [pua 19 miet ta]
1. rak$asa mX.~ [lg t$'a sa]
j. rak$asl mx.f.L. [lg t$'a si]
k. Sarlra %flJ [<eia liJ
1. harltakl gPJ~t§.~t [xa Ii tat kiei]
m. ManjusI.I ~7-*~flJ [miwBn 4,lU <eiN liJ
o. sumeru 1~~. [si;:}u miei l;:}u]
p. sumeru ~Jgm. [siu mie l;:}u]
q. sumeru ~~LI [su miei ~]

The Sanskrit dental semivowel 11/ was transliterated as the Chinese 11/ in
19 out of 20 examples. Some examples are given in (23a-f). However, in one
case, 11/ was realized in Chinese as Inl, as shown in (23g), which might be an
example of careless transliteration:

(23) a. A@ya IlPJWIjI1~ [a lat jia]
b. A@ya 1lPJ~~ [a Ii jia]
c. ka@vil)ka 3m!~~1t1D [ka lr;:}D bien gia]
d. palardhas iEl~1iQ [pua lai t'a]
e. sala ~m [sa 19]
f. ullambana ~fjj~ [jiu Ian bu;:m]
g. mal)c;1ala ~~* [miwBn dat na]

Our data show that the Sanskrit labial semivowel Ivl was usually transliter
ated into Chinese as the voiced labial Ibl in Guo's (1986) reconstruction. In
fact, IvI was transliterated into Chinese in 20 cases, and in 15 cases it was trans-
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literated as Ibl in Middle Chinese. Some examples are as follows in (24):
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(24) a. van;;ika
b. sitavana
c. kalavinka
d. aVIci
e. nirval)a
f. Veda
g. Veda

h. vesa
1. vesa
j. vesa

~gffi3m!

F~~1tI3

3m!~~1fJD

JliiJa.\§'
ilel$¥
ffiJUt
o-*~t

ffiJt~

f-$~

o-*~

[bua Ii ka]
[Qi ta bua na]
[ka BdD bien gia]
[a lB tQi]
[niei buan]
[lB da]
[biwBi da]

[lB Qia]
[bie Qia]
[biwBi Qia]

In Shou-Wen's thirty Zimu's there was only one labial series, namely, the
bilabial one: l' p, 7!f p', :Mz. b, Elf.l m. However, at the time of Song Dynasty the
labials had split into two series: labials .. p, mp', :Mz. b, Elf.l m, and labiodentals ~F

f, I)( f', '$ v, fW£ ru. This corresponds to Da-Xin Qian's ~*eJT hypothesis, that
there were no labiodental stops in Archaic Chinese. According to Shi (1981), the
divergence of the two series occurred after the Tang Dynasty (around 618-907
A.D.). This hypothesis is supported by Shi (1983) in his study of the Chinese
monk Xuan-Zang's ::Z~ (600-664 A.D.) translation of Buddhist texts. Shi (1983)
pointed out that translators had used the same initials to translate both bilabials
and labiodentals before Xuan-Zang; however, Xuan-Zang distinguished bilabials
from labiodentals using different Zimu's (phonetic radicals). Thus, one might
assume that the examples in (24) were transliterated before Xuan-Zang's ::Z~

time, when no labiodentals were available in Chinese. The other possibility is
that the Sanskrit Ivl corresponds to Ibl in Pali. For example, (24e) 'nirval)a'
becomes 'nibbana' in Pali. Whitney (1936) said that, "From an early period in the
history of the language, but increasingly later, b and v exchange with one
another, or fail to be distinguished in the manuscripts. . .. In the Bengal manu
scripts, v is widely written instead of more original b." (p.18). Therefore the
reason that IvI was transliterated as Ibl in Chinese might be that the words
were borrowed via other languages, like Pali, instead of directly from Sanskrit.

We did find one example where the Sanskrit Ivl was transliterated as a
voiceless bilabial Ip/: rava as ~UIY\ Ilat pcetl 'trumpet'. As a matter of fact, the
two words ~~U and IY\ can not be found in Guang-Yun mf!fit The reconstructed
sounds are taken from wlJ and J\, which have the same pronunciation in Manda
rin as ",J and IY\ respectively. Thus, it might be arbitrary to say that the Sans
krit Ivl was actually transliterated as a voiceless bilabial stop Ip/, instead of a
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voiced bilabial stop Ib/; however, a similar example can be found in Chen (2000),
namely, AYinivartaniya 1l5J¥&Jjj1j(j& I a ~ buat til 'never receding, an epithet of
every Buddha' in which the Sanskrit IvI was also transliterated as a voiceless
bilabial stop Ip/. Furthermore, there are four examples in (25) which use idiJ:
(um.=.) as in (25a-b) or ~-a (25c-d), to transliterate the Sanskrit Iv/. In ancient
Chinese um-=- and ~-a belonged to the same initials. As well translators used
closed vowels (~D1if) to transliterate the Sanskrit lvi, since both had similar
features, such as backness, highness and roundedness. It goes without saying
that the translators were very meticulous in transliterating Sanskrit sounds.

(25) a. nirvaI)a

b. Veda
c. nirvaI)a
d. vandana

3.2.7. Fricatives

~EJ

~~B

~tg

fOl¥i

[niei jIW8t]

[jlw8i da]
[niei ~uan]
[~ nom]

There are four fricatives in Sanskrit: velar fricative Ihl, palatal fricative
lsi, retroflex fricative 1'$1 and dental fricative lsi. To begin with, Ihl occurs 15
times in our data and all except one of these were transliterated as the Chinese
Ix/. Some of the examples are shown in (26a-e) and the exception is given in
(26f). It is not clear in (26f) why the Sanskrit Ihl was transliterated as the
Chinese Ib/. This may be just one example of careless transliteration.

(26) a. ahl1m ll5Jotf: [a x;:m]
b. arhat Il5Jmfil [a la xan]
c. haritaki ~~t§.m [xa li tat kiei]
d. maha .~rtJ [mua xa]
e. saha tj>~rtJ ['$a xa]
f. saha ~~ [sa bua]

Secondly, the palatal fricative lsi is transliterated as the alveolo-palatal frica
tive IGI, retroflex fricative 1'$1, or dental fricative lsi. Some examples are
presented in (27):
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(27) a. Sarlra
b. Sakyamuni
c. Sltavana
d. vesa
e. so.dra
f. so.dra
g. sramaIJ.a
h. sramaIJ.era
1. sramaIJ.erik.a
j. suka
k. so.dra
1. so.dra
m. so.dia
n. so.dra

*flJ
~~$~

F~~tm1l

IBJt*
tHt
§~tm

19JF5
19J5i
19J~~

~~t

~JUt

rt~tm

rt~m

rt1*m

[<eIa li]
[<eI£k kla mI8U ni]
[<ei ta bua na]
[bi <eIa]
[<eI8U da]
[<eI8U da la]
[g mUdn]
[g mIei]
[g mlei ni]
[sau da]
[SIU da]
[SIwet da la]
[SIwet dat la]
[sIwet nat la]

In (27a-f) we see that the Sanskrit palatal fricatives were transliterated to
their nearest Chinese counterpart, namely, the alveolo-palatal fricative I<el.
Pulleyblank (1983) has indicated that Waldschmidt (1932) found that in the
Kharo~thi Dharmapada, the Sanskrit word srammJa (27g) was spelt as $ammJa.

Schlegel (1900) pointed out that 19J~ I~a mleil was transliterated from the Pali
word siimmJera and 19J~~ I~a mlei nil from the Pali siimmJerikii, rather than
from Sanskrit. Moreover, Feng (1930-31) has claimed that 19JF5 I~a mU8nl

came from Koutcha Samane and 19J5i I~a mleil, Sanmir. They all indicate that
these words were not transliterated directly from Sanskrit, but from other lan
guages, though they might not agree with each other as to which languages the
words were transliterated from. There are two other transliterations of the
word srammJa, as shown in (28):

(28) sramana- . [~ mUdn]
[sa mU8n]

The fact that both transliterations used the initial dental fricative lsi, instead of
an alveolo-palatal fricative l<el, implied that they might not be transliterated
from Sanskrit, but from Pali or some other Middle Asian language. Moreover,
Pulleyblank (1983) has also suggested that the form 19J I~al is a more common
and simpler character, which has been substituted through a graphic corruption
of ~ Isa/.

The retroflex fricative I~I appears in 13 Chinese renditions, which were
consistently transliterated as I~I in Middle Chinese. Some examples are shown
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in (29a-f), while in example (29g-h) the /f?/ was transliterated as a dental frica
tive lsi:

(29) a. kaf?aya tI€~ [ka ~]
b. po~dha ~tj>Wt; [pau ~ da]
c. po~dha mil1tft Cpu ~ da]
d. tu~ta ;f;t~37 [tu SId ta]
e. tu~ta 9'B$Wt; [tdU~ da]
f. var~ka ~gffi~ [bua ~ ka]
g. po~dha mi!lWt;~ Cpu sat da bua]
h. po~dha mi!l Cpu sat]

Moreover, in Sanskrit there is one common consonant cluster /kf?/, which in
the Devanagari script is written as l'<f, which is a compound, unit graphic symbol
whose component parts are indistinguishable. This consonant cluster occurs in
21 Chinese transliterations, 17 of which were transliterated as the Chinese retro
flex affricate /t$'/. Some examples are given in (30a-g), but as /k'/ in (30h-i), as
two consonants /k'/ and /f?/ as in (30j) and as /m/ in (30k):

(30) a. bhiksu ~~ [bU~t WIU]
b. bhiksul)l 'I'Ij!i~~ [p'ldk t$'lU ni]
c. ksal)a *lJf}~ [ts'at na]
d. raksasa m3Z.~ [la ts'a sa]
e. raksasa m~~ [la ts'cet sa]f' /. .....

f. raksasl m3Z.f.L [la ts'a si]
g. yaksa W:3Z. [jra ts'a]
h. bhiksu .ttli [pi k'ldU]
1. bhiksul)l .ttli~ [pi k'ldU ni]
j. ksal)a Z:tj>~ [k'ldt sa na]

--~

k. bhiksu '11IJ3t [p'u mua]

In (30h-i) the Sanskrit compound sound /kf?/ is treated as a consonant clus
ter /k/ plus /f?/, and since there were no consonant clusters in Middle Chinese,
the second consonant /f?/ was deleted, but the flow of air was kept. Thus the
aspirated stop /k'/ was used in the transliteration. Another explanation for
this might be that the Chinese terms .ttli /pi k'ldU/ and .ttli~ /pi k'ldU nil were
not transliterated directly from Sanskrit, but from the Pali words bhikkhu and
bhikkhuni. However, in (30j) another strategy f;r resolving consonant clusters
in Sanskrit was employed, namely, the insertion of a vowel between two conso
nants. Thus, /kf?/ was transliterated as two syllables in Middle Chinese: z:
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Ik'ldtl and ¥Y Isa/. As for the labial nasal Iml used to transliterate the Sans
krit Ik~/, the reason might be quite simple: careless transliteration.

Finally, the Sanskrit dental stop lsi occurs 63 times in this data, and 57 out
of these instances were transliterated as Middle Chinese lsi in the data. Six
examples of exceptions are shown in (31):

(31) a. saha
b. Sindhu
c. Sindhu
d. Sindhu
e. §tupa
f. Sarna

¥y~Q]

!'t$
$$
!':il{
ffil.£'..

$~~~

~.

[~ xa]
[<elen duok]
[<elen duok]
[1)"ien ddu]
[~tu bua]
[ts'ai mua]

As mentioned earlier in (28), ¥y I~al in (31a) could be a graphic corruption
of ~ Isa/. Examples (31b-d), in which lsi was transliterated as I<el, were not
transliterated directly from Sanskrit. Xu (1993) has said that the origin of !'t
$ I <elen duok/in (31b) might be from the Old Persian Hinduka, not the Sanskrit
Sindhu. Example (3lc) $$ I <elen duokl might come from the same origin as
example (31d). Cen (1990) has also pointed out that 'Ii.£'.. /1)"ien ddul originated
from the Old Persian Hendhu. As a result, the reasons why the examples shown
in (31) were not transliterated with a dental fricative lsi were either due to
graphic corruption, or the originated from other languages. However, I do not
have a plausible explanation for example (31e-f) in which lsi became a retroflex.
Perhaps they are careless transliterations.

3.3. Summary

If the Sanskrit sounds had equivalents in Chinese, they would have been
transliterated with their corresponding sounds, for example, velar stops Ik, gl,
dental stops It, dl, bilabial stops Ip, bl or nasals In, n, m/. Some Sanskrit
sounds, however, had no equivalent sounds in Middle Chinese, and so similar
sounds were used to transliterate the Sanskrit ones. For instance, the Sanskrit
long vowels were represented by Middle Chinese short vowels, Sanskrit palatal
stops and retroflex fricative I~I by Middle Chinese alveolo-palatal sibilants,
Sanskrit semivowel Ivl by Middle Chinese bilabials Ibl or Ipl, Sanskrit Irl by
Middle Chinese 11/, Sanskrit anusvara Iml by Middle Chinese Iml, Sanskrit
palatal nasal Inl and retroflex nasal IQ.I by Middle Chinese dental nasal Inl, etc.
Most of the examples were systematically transliterated. However, there were
some exceptions, which could be accounted for by various factors, for example,
the terms were transliterated from different languages, not from Sanskrit.
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4. Syllable Structure and Syllabe Length Sinicization

Shi (1991) points out that when words are borrowed into Chinese, there are
three major features in the phonology necessary to Sinicize the foreign sounds.
They are, phonetic Sinicization, syllable structure Sinicization, and syllable
length Sinicization. The first process, namely, phonetic Sinicization is what
Hock (1991) calls 'phonological nativization', and was discussed in Section 3. In
this section, we will deal with syllable structure Sinicization and length Siniciza
tion.

4.1. Syllable Structure Sinicization

Sanskrit and Middle Chinese are quite different in syllabic structure per se.
On the one hand, only certain consonants were allowed in the coda position and
there were no consonant clusters in Middle Chinese. Thus, when some un
matched codas or consonant clusters occurred in Sanskrit, measures had to be
taken to resolve the Sanskrit syllabic construction.

4.1.1. Codas

We know that in Middle Chinese only the nasals Inl, Iml, lui, and the
stops Ipl, Itl, and Ikl are possible codas in the syllables. Thus, when Sanskrit
words ended with the semivowels Irl or 11/, three approaches were employed to
transliterate the words into well-formed Chinese syllables. The first approach
was to delete the semivowels, since syllables with final Irl or 11/ were not allow
ed in Middle Chinese. Examples (32a-b) show the deletion of the semivowel Ir/:

(32) a. arghya
b. var~ika

[g gIa]
[bua si]

The second approach was to convert the syllable with the liquid sound in the
coda position into a good Chinese syllable, that is, to replace the iIi-formed coda
with a well-formed one. The following examples (33a-e) show where the stops
[t], [p], or the off-glide [i], were employed to solve the ill-formed syllables:
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(33) a. karma film [kIBt mua]

b. kalpa WV5l. [klep pua]
c. nirval).a ¥mHF¥ [niei buan]
d. palardhas V5l.~fiQ [pua lai t'a]
e. caturdisa fB~ [t<€IW diei]

The third approach to deal with the final Irl or 11/ was to insert a vowel to
change the ill-formed syllable into two well-formed syllables. Examples (34a-c)
demonstrate that either Iii or lal was inserted after the final Irl to become the
onset of the following syllable:

(34) a. surya
b. acarya
c. arhat

~J[~Jm

1l5J1i1~

Il5JmtJ

[SIU Ii jIa]
[a ~Ia Ii]
[a la xan]

However, when the codas in Sanskrit could be licensed in Chinese syllables, they
were preserved, as in examples (35a-f):

(35) a. bodhisattva :gill [bu sat]
b. siddham ~~ [Slet dam]
c. siddhi ~:I:{g [slet di]
d. kinnara ~1fj)m [klen na la]
e. Ananda ll5JiiWt; [a nan da]
f. Sindhu $~ [<€Ien duok]

There were still some cases in which the final stop was deleted, though it
was a well-formed coda in Middle Chinese. Some examples are illustrated in
(36a-b). These might simply be due to inexact transliterations.

(36) a. anuttara
b. ~tra

1l5J~~m

~~m

[a n;m ta la]
[2Qi ta la]

4.1.2. Consonant Clusters

The second case in the Sinicization of the syllablic structure is to break up
the consonant clusters, which were not permitted in Middle Chinese. There are
four approaches in dealing with the consonant clusters in Sanskrit. First of all,
when the semivowel Irl is preceded by a stop, a vowel is inserted between /rl
and the stop to break up the consonant cluster. Examples are illustrated in (37):
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(37) a. pattra
b. patra
c. Maitreya
d. sudra
e. Indra
f. mudra
g. brahmaI)a

ffii~m

tEl~m

5m*~
;~Wf:;m

IZ9Wf:;m
-mWf:;m
~mF5

[pai ta la]
[pua ta la]
[mle tiei liei]
[sIu da la]
[IE~n da la]
[m;m da la]
[bua la mu;m]

As mentioned in (22), the semivowel Ir/ in Sanskrit was always borrowed as
the liquid 11/ in Chinese; all the examples in (37) show the Irl ~ 11/ phonological
nativization.

The second subgroup in the consonant clusters shows words in which the
semivowel Irl is preceded by the palatal fricative lsi. In this environment the
Irl is deleted in examples (38a-c), while the high front vowel iii is inserted
between the consonant clusters, as shown in (38d):

(38) a. sramaI)a t9>F5 [~ mu;mJ
b. sramaI)era t9>5m [sa mle]
c. sramaI)erika t9>5m~ [~mle ni]
d. Mafijusrl 3fJt~flJ [mlwlm ~Iu celet li]

However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.7. the Chinese terms in (38a-c) were not
transliterated from Sanskrit, but from Pali or other Middle Asian language.
Thus, Ir/ simply did not appear in the words, and there were no consonant clus
ters involved at all.

The third subgroup in the consonant clusters is the common Sanskrit conso
nant cluster Ik~/. It is found that in two words the second consonant, namely,
the retroflex fricative I~I is deleted as in (39a-b), while in five other words the
consonant cluster Ik~1 is treated as an retroflex affricate It~'I as in (39c-g).
Alternatively, it is possible that the first consonant, here Ik/, is deleted, and the
retroflex fricative I~I is transliterated as It~'/:

(39) a. bhiksu .ttli [pi k'I;m]
b. bhiksuI)l .ttlim [pi k'I;m ni]
c. bhiksu J;jg [blet t~/Iu]

d. bhiksuI)l J;jg~ [blet~ ni]
e. raksasa mJZ.~ [Ia ts'a sa]
f. rak~asl mJZ.fk [Ia ts'a si]
g. yak~a 15tJZ. [jla ts'a]
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In fact, /f?/ in the consonant clusters /kf?/ in (39a-b) might not have been deleted,
but might not have existed at all, as suggested by Schlegel (1900): "The tran
scription .ltli pi-kiu is that of the Pali-form Bhikkhu, rather than that of the Skt.
Bhikshu." (p.253). Pulleyblank (1983) stated that "it must be based on a Prakrit
form like Gandharl bhikhu, ..." (p.78). Both suggested that the term was not
transliterated from Sanskrit, but from some Indian dialects.

The last subgroup of the consonant clusters consists of those words in which
a stop is followed by the semivowel /y/. In these cases, the semivowel /y/ in
Sanskrit seems to maintain its vowel quality and becomes an on-glide /iI, or a
full vowel /il as displayed in examples (40a-e):

(40) a. asarhkhyeya MijjK [S8t) ~]
b. ar~ flo]itm [a gig]
c. dhyana fft&'lm [4;im na]
d. Sakyamuni ~;iWIiFJB [Qi£k kia17 mi8U ni]
e. nyagrodha JB;ftjW~ [~ kiu da]

Finally, there were two other examples, where the Chinese terms were trans
literated from Pali, in which no consonant clusters were present:

(41) a. bodhisattva
stupa

:g:~ilI:Lj

J:g:~

[bu diei sat tua]
[t'ap bua]

Schlegel (1900) has claimed that the Chinese term :g:~ilI:Lj /bu diei sat tua/ was
transliterated from the Pali-form Bodhisatto, not that of the Skt. Bodhisattva. Li
(1989) has mentioned that :J;g:~ /t'ap bua/ originated from Pali 'thupa'. Thus,
there was no need to break up the consonant clusters in the two words, since
there were none at all.

4.2. Syllable Length Sinicization

The third principle for nativization is to make the syllables more like
Chinese. Out of the 293 loanwords, 4% are monosyllabic words, 49%, disyllabic
words, 39% tri-syllabic words, and 8%, words more than three syllables in
length. It is evident that when transliterating Sanskrit terms, Chinese preferred
disyllabic words, since they are the most commonly used in Chinese. Moreover,
Notvotna (1967a), who has studied loan words in Modern Chinese, has found that

17. One of the reviewers pointed out that there were two readings for the word jQQ: /ka/ (l!:l;f
W) and /kfa/ (Ji5fiJoW). The latter one was not reconstructed in Guo (1986); however, /kfa/
should be used here, since in Guang Yun iJim-! the pronunciation /kfa/ refers to 'f¥jQQ'
(Sakyamuni).
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the average length of assimilated loans is 2.25 syllables, which are within the
limits of preferred word lengths in Modern Chinese. The average length of
unassimilated loans is 3.27 syllables, which exceeds the limits of the preferred
length. Thus, when a term in Sanskrit was transliterated as a four-syllable
word, it was usually abbreviated as a disyllabic word. Examples are illustrated
in (42):

(42) Full Transliterations Abbreviated Forms
a. bodhisattva :g~ill[~ [bu diei sat tua] :gill[ [bu sat]
b. sarhgharama 1tW1htJ~. [~ gia lam mua] 1tW~ [S8D lam]
c. kalaviI)ka :iWl~~1htJ [ka li8D bien gia] :iWl~ [ka li8D]
d. MafijusrI ::X:7*gffiflJ [miu8n ~iu Ii li] ::X:7* [miu8n ~iu]

e. pO$adha mill[WE~ Cpu sat da bua] mill[ Cpu sat]

In examples (42a-b) the first and the third syllables are preserved in the disyl
labic abbreviation, while in (42c-e) the first two syllables are kept for abridg
ment.

Moreover, we find that tri-syllabic words beginning with IWIlal also under
went disyllabification. In Chinese IWI Ial is considered as an optional prefix.
The syllable IWI Ial is added to a noun to show familiarity, as in IWI~ii Ajie 'older
sister', IWI0 Agong 'grandpa', IWI5} Afen 'a girl's name' or in a pejorative sense,
like IWI1tJ Ago 'a nobody', IWIfs!j Amao 'a nobody', IWIm Afei 'Teddy boy', IWIQ Akiu
'a name in a novel; a stupid person'. Some examples with IWIlal being deleted
are shown in (43):

(43) Full Transliterations IWI Ial Deletion
a. agada IWI1hoWE [a gia da] 1JJlJ~t [gia da]
b. arhat IWIDUl [a la xan] m1l [la xan]
c. asarhkhyeya IWI~iJil£ [a S8D gie] ~iJil£ [S8D gie]
d. Asura IWI1~m [a Si8U la] 1~m [Si8U la]
e. araI)ya IWIjj~ [a Ian (iak] jj~ [lan (iak]

Although here the syllable IWI lal was employed to transliterate the Sanskrit lal
or la/, the transliterated terms shown in (43) were somewhat Sinicized. They
are monomorphemic words, but they look like compounds with the prefix IWI la/.
This is a kind of folk etymology, shown in (44):
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~~ a bua ~ ~ bua
~~ aji ~ ~ji
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Transliterated words: agada
arhat
Asura

~{llaWE a gia da ~ 1na~'t; gia da
~mrJ a la xan ~ mrJ la xan
~1~m a SidU la ~ 1~m SidU la

However, two examples can be found where the tri-syllabic words have ~
la/s which are not deleted, though they are abbreviated as a disyllabic word.
Instead, the third syllable is deleted; see the examples in (45a-b):

(45)
a. AvIci
b. A.nanda

4.3. Summary

Full Transliterations
~.. '@' [a bi t<ei]
~Jl~'t; [a nan da]

Abbreviated Forms
~.. [a bi]
~Jl [a nan]

In Section 4 we discussed two kinds of Sinicization process, namely, syllable
structure modification and syllable length adjustment. In Middle Chinese, only
nasals Iml, Inl, lui and stops Ipl, Itl, Ikl could be licensed as codas. Un
licensed codas were deleted, or changed to licensed codas, or a vowel was insert
ed after the unlicensed coda to become the onset of the second syllable. Like
wise, consonant clusters were split up by inserting vowels between them. How
ever, some examples with consonant clusters in Sanskrit were in fact not trans
literated from Sanskrit, but from Pali.

5. Conclusion

Although there are many scholars working on Chinese loanwords from dif
ferent languages, most of them focus on words from English and Japanese; only
very few have ever worked on those from Sanskrit. The classification of
Chinese loanwords from Sanskrit is handled according to Haugen's (1950), Wu's
(1994) and Chen's (2000) studies. That is, the 293 Sanskrit terms are divided into
phonetic loans (transliteration), as in nirvtt1J,a rlE.~1Jj) Iniet buan na/, loanblends,
which include transliteration plus a semantic marker, as in arghya M1lla7.k. Iat gia
<ewi/, half-transliteration and half-translation as in bodhidruma ::g:~mt Ibu diei
zIul, and hybrids with the combination of synonymous or near-synonymous San
skrit and Chinese words safngha ~Dirfff 11)ua 1)ap sdu/, and inexact renditions
(here transliteration plus added information) as in Amitttbha ~.~'t;1iJt I a mle da
blwdt/. The fact that only twenty out of the 293 loanwords are not phonetic
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loans seems to suggest that there are few equivalent words which can be used to
translate words regarding the spiritual practices of Buddhism, and that people
would like to preserve the original sound of the Sanskrit terms since they were
considered as sacred. Moreover, phonological nativization is dealt with accord
ing to the different Sinicization strategies, namely, phonemic substitution, which
employs the same or the most similar sounds, to transliterate Sanskrit terms,
syllable structure adaptation, which resolves the ill-formed codas and consonant
clusters in Sanskrit, and syllable length modification, which favors two-syllable
words. I hope this study can inspire other scholars who may be interested in
working on Chinese loanwords from different languages.
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Appendix: Sanskrit Loanwords in Chinese18

Sanskrit Chinese Middle Chinese Gloss
1. ahrrm ~Jl'I: a x;:}u 'the supposed foundation of all sounds p.427

and writing; "A" being the open and
"hum" the closed sound'

2. agada 1D!l~t gia da 'free from disease, an antidote; p.324

~11Jo~t a gla da elixir of life; universal remedy' p.427

~t~~t a kiEt da p.427

~11Jo~t~ gla da jlak

~~* p'u k'lo

~::f7E~ PI;:}U si jlak

3. Amitabha ~~t mle da 'the Buddha of eternal light and life' p.102

*~~~t151i a mle da blw;:}t p.423
~~j!.151i mlu Irau ZiI;:}U

blw;:}t

~~]b't151i mlu Irau kuau
blw;:}t

~~j!m~151imlu Irau tS'IEU
dZIEU blw;:}t

4. anuttara ~fitHi a n;:}u ta la 'unsurpassed, unexcelled, supreme' p.424
~~L mlu Zilau

5. anuttara-samyak-sambodhi 'Unexcelled complete enlightenment; p.424
~fitHi.=:m.=::g:~ an attribute of every Buddha; omniscience'
a n;:}u ta la sam mlw sam bu diei
~~LlE~~D mlu Zilau tGI£U pien tie
~~LlE~j][ mlu Zilau tGI£U pien dau
~~LlE~lE'I mlu Zilau tGI£U t;:}U tGI£U bk

6. afijana an Zila na
an ZiIW na

'an Indian eye medicine' p.445
p.445

18. The symbol * in the appendix indicates that the Chinese lexical items are non-phonetic loans found
in the Guoyu Ribao Dictionary, while the symbol ~ shows that the items are hybrids or semantic
borrowings not found in the same dictionary, but are commonly used.
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7. arghya \liiJfJJll a gia 'lit. "water", but it specially indicates pA27

*lMlfJJll(7.K) at gia (Gwi) ceremonial water, e.g. offerings of pA31
scented water, or water containing

fragrant flowers'

8. arhat IU~ la xan 'the saint, the perfect man of Hinayana; p.218

(arhan) \liiJ~i~ ala xan the 16, 18, or 500 famous disciples pA26

3J>~A tGiEn tien appointed to witness to Buddha-truth and

save the world'

9. asaritkhyeya fffffiit S;}D gie 'innumerable, countless' pA05

\liiJfffffiit a S;}D gie pA29

10. Asura {~~ si;}u la 'originally meaning a spirit, spirits, or p.341

\liiJ{~~ a si;}u la even the gods, it generally indicates pA28

\liiJ~~ a siu la titanic demons, enemies of the gods, pA28

\liiJ~JHIfH a siu Buen with whom, especially Indra, they pA28

\liiJfi~ a su la wage constant war' pA29

\liiJ*~ a su la pA29

II. avici \liiJ4 a bi 'the last and deepest of the eight hot pA23

\liiJ4~ a bi tGi hells, where the culprits suffer, die, and pA23

3J>\liiJ4:tfuJM a bi di Diwok are reborn to suffering, without

interruption'

12. acarya OO~ ~ia Ii 'spiritual teacher, master, preceptor' p.375

\liiJOO~ a ~ia Ii pA28

13. Agama \liiJ~ a !lDm 'a collection of doctrines, general pA26

3J>~Jti! miu pi piw-ep name for the Hinayana scriptures'

14. Alaya \liiJ*1J11~ a lat jia 'an abbreviation for alaya-vijfiana; the pA25

\liiJ*i~ alai jia receptacle of intellect or consciousness; pA25

\liiJ~~ a Ii jia the receptacle of intelligence' pA26

15. Ananda \liiJ. a nan 'name of the most learned disciple of pA24

\liiJ.W~ a nan da Buddha, and famed for hearing and pA25

remembering his teaching'

16. araI)ya l!iti;fi Ian tiak 'lit. "forest" where there is no sound of p.204

\liiJl!iti;fi a Ian tiak discord; here it means the temple in pA25

\liiJl!itim a Ian na which the ascetics live' pA25
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17. bhik~u Itli pi k'idU 'a religious mendicant, an almsman, p.36
;0~ biet t~'iu one who has left home, been fully p.38

'l'ill~ P'idk ts'iu ordained, and depends on alms for p.39

'~II p'u mua a living' p.49

18. bhik~UI;l Itlim pi k'idU ni 'a nun, or almswoman' p.36
;0~~ biet Wiu ni p.38

'l'ill~m P'idk t~'iu ni p.39

m ni p.184

19. bodhi :g:~ bu diei 'knowledge, understanding; perfect p.64
3J'ili dau wisdom; the illuminated or enlightened
3J':'iCI'i?i) bk (uu) mind'

20. bodhidruma *:g:~tM bu diei ziu 'the wisdom-tree, i.e. that under which p.65
(bodhivrk~a) 3J'ilitM dau ziu Sakyamuni attained his enlightenment,

3J':'itM bk ziu and became Buddha'

21. bodhisattva :g:iI bu sat 'a being of enlightenment; one whose p.66
essence is wisdom'

22. brahmaI;a ~~r~ bua la mUdn 'the highest of the four castes, those who p.51
serve Brahma, his offspring, the keepers
of Vedas'

23. Buddha ;iJWt: bu da 'Buddha means "completely conscious, p.49
r~!§;k mUdt da enlightened", and came to mean the p.87

1~ qiWdt enlightener' p.117

1~Wt: biwdt da p.118

1~i1 biwdt du p.118

~i1 bidU du p.129

1~.~ biwdt da p.118

~~ bidU ddu p.129

~!!! bidU du p.129

~Wt: bidU da p.130

1t!!! XidU du p.339

24. caI;c;!ala DPt*~ tGi£ll c;!a la 'the generic name for a man of the lowest p.356

DPtWt:~ tGi£ll da la and most despised of the mixed tribes' p.356

25. caturdisa m~ tGiw diei 'belonging to the four quarters, i.e. the p.354
Sarhgha or Church; name for a
monastery'
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26. Cina ~fi t<;,i£ll tan 'the name by which China is referred p.356
2fi t<;,i£ll tan to in the laws of Manu in the p.357

tlNfi t<;,i£ll tan Mahabharata, and in Buddhist works' p.356
ffi$ft d~ien tan p.379

27. dhyana ffrlj! ~i£ll 'meditation, thought, reflection, p.360
especially profound and abstract

W~ml ~i£ll no religious contemplation' p.361

28. dhyana *ffr!j!JE: ~i£ll dieD 'dhyana and samadhi, dhyana considered p.360
samadhi as meditating, samadhi as abstraction; or

meditation in the realms of the visible or
and known, concentration on the
invisible, or supramundane'

29. dana 11 dam 'the sixth paramita, almsgiving, i.e. of p.167

lIml damna goods or the doctrine, with resultant p.167

Wtml do no benefits now and also hereafter in the p.178
,!l*1i do nOD forms of reincarnation, as neglect or p.178
~:fflfjfli pu <;,ie refusal will produce the opposite p.178

consequences'

30. danapati lIml damna 'an almsgiver, a patron of Buddhism' p.167

*11~ dam jiw-et p.168
~fjfli±: <;,ie t<;,iu

31. dharaI,1! ~t~ffi do 10 ni 'mantra; an incantation, spell, oath, p.178
~ OQ t<;,idU curse; also a vow with penalties for3J'J1,

~~§ t<;,ien Dhm failure'

32. dhUta H~ du to 'stirring up to duty; discipline (to p.156

H* du ~a shake off sin)' p.157

~~t ddu do p.166

33. gatha {~ kid 'a metrical narrative or hymn, p.304
{~1fu ki£t t'a with moral purport, described p.304

1~~t ki£t do as generally composed of thirty- p.305
1IJtl~t gia do two characters' p.324
~AIj:[ ziwOD
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34. harltakl ~~'I:E3.~ xa Ii tat kiei 'the yellow Myrobalan tree and fruit, p.277

~~1i¥J xa Ii Idk used for medicine' p.277

~~nl] xa la Idk p.278

*~-T xa tsid p.278

35. Indra /Z;]Wt;*i ien da la 'the lord of the gods of the sky' p.469

37. kalavil)ka Jm!~ ka lidD 'a bird with a beautiful voice' p.310

Jm!~~{j]O ka lidD bien gia p.310

38. kalpa t;b ki£p 'a fabulous period of time, a day of p.314

t;b~Et ki£p pua Brahma or 1,000 yugas, a period of p.314

four hundred and thirty-two million
t;bji ki£p pua years of mortals, measuring the duration p.314

of the world'

39. karma mJ! kiBt mua 'deeds and their effects on the character, p.314

:V1f* tsak DiBP especially in their relation to succeeding

:V* DiBP forms of transmigration'

40. kai?aya ~r& ka i?a 'the monk's robe, or cassock' p.311

41. kinnara ~1fIl*i kien na la 'the musicians of Kuvera, with men's p.318

!~JB*i t<eien da la bodies and horses' heads' p.356

:VA.?FA. tien piwdi tien

42. koti f'iiJflJ kiu Ii 'a million' p.319

{:fUll kiu Ii p.319

43. ki?al)a z~j;~ k'idt i?a na 'an indefinite space of time, a moment, p.322

ifcll1fll Wat na an instant; the shortest measure of time, p.360

-ifc1J1fIl iet ti?'at na as kalpa is the longest' p.452

-V~~ iet niem

44. maha !J~ muaxa 'great, large, big; all-pervading, all- p.83

~~ mak xa embracing; numerous, surpassing; p.86

mysterious; beyond comprehension'

45. maha-maudgalyayana §(mD~ 'one of the ten chief disciples of Buddha, p.l12

miuk (gim) lim especially noted for miraculous powers'

46. mahaprajfla !J~~;g: mua xa puan (iak 'great wisdom, great insight into all p.83

:V*~~ da tie 1liwei truth'
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47. mahasattva /tifiITilij mua xa sat tua 'great being; one with great compassion p.83

3J>7\:m~ da tGiulJ IBlJ and energy, who brings salvation to

3J>7\:lHW da ji~m dzielJ all living beings; a Bodhisattva'

48. Maitreya *5j':fJ({~) mie l;:lk (biw;:lt) 'the Buddhist Messiah, or next Buddha, p.lOl

5jw~l mie tiei liei who is to come 5,000 years after the p.lOl
nirval)a of Sakyamuni'

49. mal)C;lala Mli**I muan c;!a la 'a circle, globe; a magic circle; a p.91
~)i~ miWBn dat na plot.or altar on which Buddhas and p.91

~~m muan c;!a la Bodhisattvas are placed of p.93

~* muan c;!a enlightenment; a round or square place' p.93
~¥ miWBn na p.94

~~t*l miWBn da la p.94

~~*I miWBn na la p.95

~t~*I muan tat la p.95
3J>rj dan
3J>j]j:t~ dau c;!ialJ

50. mandarava ~~t*l miWBn da la 'the coral tree, the Erythrina indica, p.93

~* muan c;!a or this tree is regarded as one of the p.93

~~t*l muan da la five trees of Paradise, i.e. Indra's p.93
~~tOl miWBn da la heaven' p.95

3J>@l~~ Gic:k i;:l xwa

5l. mal)i /tm muani 'a jewel, a crystal, a pearl, symbol of p.82

*m muat ni purity' p.86

*/tmEK mua ni tGiu

52. Mafijusri ~J)K:¥:TIJ miwBil lliiu Qiet Ii 'a Bodhisattva, an idealization of p.95

XJ)KgffiTIJ miu;:ln lliiu ~i Ii Wisdom' p.482
XJ)K miu;:ln lliiu p.482

53. mara II mua 'the Destroyer, Evil One, Devil' p.79

11*1 mua la p.79

If*l mua la p.86

54. mudra -BJ:~t*l m;:lU da la 'a seal; mystic signs with hands' p.lll
3J>~P ien

55. muni iFm mi;:lu ni 'a sage, saint, ascetic, monk, especially p.91
Sakyamuni'
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56. nama!; W~ nomu 'make obeisance, pay homage to; an p.181

(namo) j¥J~ nom miu expression of submission to command, p.181
j¥J$ nom midU complete commitment, reverence, p.181

j¥J~ nommu devotion, trust for salvation, etc.' p.181

W~ nomu p.182

57. namo j¥J~{~ nom miu biwdt 'complete reverence to Buddha' p.181

buddhaya

58. nyagrodha ffif'iiJ/fE ni kiu do 'the down-growing tree, or banyan' p.186

59. nirval)a ~~ niei buon 'liberation from existence; dead, p.187

1i~ niet buon deceased, defunct; liberation, eternal p.188

~1l[ niei 1juon bliss; absolute extinction of individual p.188

~E1 niei jiwBt existence' p.188

1i~W niet buon no p.189

60. palardhas 1Etfji{i!!. puoloi t'o 'a particular measure or weight, p.11

(pala) u*m puolo interpreted as 4 ounces' p.18

1Etm puolo p.12

61. pattra ~§7m poi to 10 'palm leaves from the Borassus flabelli- p.28

formis, used as writing material'

62. paplyas 1Et1sJ puo zIuen 'a Buddhist term for the Evil One, the p.14

Murderer'

63. parajika 1Etm~ puo 10 ji 'the unpardonable sin; sins demanding p.13

expulsion from the order'

64. paramita 1Etmi: puo 10 miH 'highest, acme, is interpreted as to cross p.12

1Eti:m§7 puo 10 miH to over from this shore of births and deaths p.13

fllIIs):f§7 puo 10 mie to _to the other shore, or nirval)a' p.23

65. pathaka i!& pBi 'hymns in praise of Buddha' p.26

QJim: pBi nidk p.26

~~W buo tidk p.52

~gffi buo ~i p.52

66. patra 1Et§7m puo to 10 'a bowl, vessel, receptacle, an almsbowl' p.10

u*§7m puo to 10 p.18

U* puo p.18

67. pippala ,lJu*m piet puo 10 'bodhidruma, the wisdom-tree' p.39
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68. po~adha ~ij;Wt pau ~a da 'fasting, a fast, the nurturing or renewal p.29

~ij;1~ pu ~a da of vows' pA4

iftJij;1~ pu ~a da pA7

iftJil1~ pu ~a da pA7

iftJiii pu sat pA7

iftJiiiwt~ pu sat da bua pA7

69. praji'ia ~;fi puan (Iak 'to know, understand; wisdom' p.l7

70. rava ~ljljl\ lat pret 'trumpet' p.l94

71. rak~asa mJZ.~ la t~'a sa 'malignant spirits, demons' p.218

m~~ la Wret sa p.218

mmlj la Wat p.219

m*,lj~ la t~'at sa p.219

72. rak~asl mJZ.fL la t~'a si 'female demons' p.218

UlJZ.WT la t~'a sle p.219

73. saM ij;~ ~a xa 'the earth; a universe, or great p.373

~~ sa bua chilocosm, where all are subject to pA09

~~ sa xa transmigration and which a Buddha pAlO

~~ sak xa transforms' pAlO

74. Sarna ~iJ Wai mua 'name of a Brahman woman, meaning p.360

peace'

75. samadhi -=.iJ sam mua 'putting together, composing the mind, pAOO

-='iJ~ sam mua diei intent contemplation, perfect pAOO

-='iJ:tili sam mua di absorption union of the meditator with pAOO

-='iJ* sam mua tiei the object of meditation' pAOI

-=.~ sam mUDi pAOI

76. samyak· -='ID'i-='1~Wt sam mIw sam 'the third of the ten titles of a Buddha, pAOI

sambuddha bIwJt da defined as one who has perfect universal

knowledge or understanding'

77. samgha *fD~1tf ~ua ~ap SJD 'all the monks, an assembly of at least p.280

1tfWo SJD gla three monks' pA05

1tf SJD pA04
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78. sarilgharama~~ ka lam 'a monastery, a nunnery, originally only p.3l0

iVo~ gia lam the surrounding park' p.325
ffW~ S8D lam pA05
ffWiVo~ S8D gia lam pA05

ffWiVD~. S8D gia lam mua pA05

ffWiVo~i! S8D gia lam mua pA05

79. Sarira '@fflJ Gla Ii 'relics or ashes left after the cremation p.376

*'@fflJ-T Gla Ii tsI8 of a Buddha or saint' p.376

80. sala ~m sa la 'Shorea robusta, the teak tree' pAlO

81. sarilghika ffWffig; S8D gIe 'an assembly of Buddhist monks & nuns' pA05

82. Sakya ~~ GI£k kla 'an abbreviation of Sakyamuni' p.367

83. Sakyamuni ~~$m GI£k kla mI8U ni 'the saint of the Sakya tribe; the Buddha' p.367

84. siddham *31< slet darn 'an established conclusion, proved fact, p.335Ie., av<

(siddhanta) ~. slet dom axiom, dogma, a text or authoritative p.335

~fI slet dom work; intp. as accomplishment' p.335

85. siddhi ~j;tli slet di 'accomplishment, complete attainment, p.334
perfection, truth, final emancipation'

86. Sindhu :!it~ Glen duok 'India' p.320
$~ Glen duok p.379
IOiX CI llien d8u p.343~.ll.

87. sitavana F31~m Gi ta bua na 'cold grove, i.e. a place for exposing p.364
* FWf:;:j;t Gi da lIem corpses, a cemetery' p.364
*~Wf:;:j;t Gi da lIem p.364
3J>~:j;t llan lIem
3J>!~N:j;t k'lwOD lW8i lIem

88. stupa ~i1 bI8u du 'a tope, tumulus, or mound, for the p.129

~m bI8u du bones, or remains of the dead, or p.129

J8= t'ap for other sacred relics, especially of p.16l
j;:g:~ t'ap bua the Buddha, whether relics of the p.162

$~~ f?Iwet tu bua body or the mind, e.g. bones or p.383

*~r~ su tu pua scriptures' pA09

89. suka MkWf:; sau da 'a parrot; an epithet of the Buddha' pAOO

90. sumati ~. siu mua 'the abode of Amitabha, his Pure Land' p.350

~.m siu mua diei p.350
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91. sumeru ~~~m Si8U miei 18u 'the central mountain of every world; p.340
* ~]j5!t(LD) siu mie (~een) at the top is Indra's heaven, below p.350
~]j5!tm siu mie 18u them are the four devalokas' p.350

1t*~!i su miei lu p.406

92. surya ~]j~lf~ siu Ii jia 'the sun' p.351

1t*fIJ~ su Ii jia p.407

1t*U1U~ su Ii jia p.407

93. sutra {~-,-m Si8U ton 10 'the thread; a classical work, especially p.340
{~~m Si8U to 10 the sermons or sayings of the Buddha' p.341
{~~~ Si8U k8u lu p.341

*'I1J.*I su tot 10m p.408

94. sramalJa i':!>r~ ~a mU8n 'ascetics of all kinds; Buddhist monks p.367

~r~ sou mU8n who have left their families and quit p.404

~r~ so mU8n the passions' p.409

95. sramalJera i':!>5!t ~a mie 'the male religious novice, who has taken p.368
3J'ilJf;ft~ gi8n Week nom vows to obey the ten commandments'

96. sramalJerika i':!>5!t~ ~a mie ni 'a female religious novice who has taken p.368

3J'ilJfftfz: gi8n Week nio vows to obey the ten commandments'

97. sudra ~~t siu do 'the fourth or reviled caste, whose duty p.351

tHt Gi8U do is to serve the three higher castes' p.377
§~tm Gi8U do 10 p.377

rt~tm siwet do 10 p.383
rt)im siwet dot 10 p.383

rt1*m siwet not 10 p.383

98. tagara ~m to 10 'an incense-yielding tree' p.158
(tagaraka) ~W!J~ to gio 18u p.158

~1hom to gio 18u p.158

~W!Jm to gio 10 p.158

1hom gio 10 p.325
*~r¥i(W) ka nom (xiau) p.309
*1(fr¥i(W) gio nom (xiau) p.321
*1(ffl¥j(W) gio nom (xiau) p.322

*1hor¥i(W) gio nom (xiau) p.324

*1hO{i¥J(W) gio nom (xiaU) p.325
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99. tu~ita 9'E$ tdU ~Iwet 'contented, satisfied, gratified; name p.147

*9'E$7( tdU ~Iwet t'ien of the TU$ita heaven, the fourth p.147

9'E$Wt: tdU ~Iwet da devaloka in the passion realm, or p.147

iit~~ tu ~Id ta desire realm' p.156

100. udumbara *ft1E dnm xwa 'the udumbara tree, supposed to p.168

*fift" IdU dnm xwa produce fruit without flowers; once p.463

fift IdU dnm in 3,000 years, it is said to flower, p.463

fift~ IdU dnm bua hence is a symbol of the rare p.463

fift~~ IdU dnm bua la appearance of a Buddha' p.463

.~ftJfR~ u dnm buat la p.473

101. ullambana %:1Ii~ jlu Ian bUdn 'to hang upside down; to be in suspense; p.483

referring to extreme suffering in

purgatory; here the festival of All Souls,

held about the 15th of the 7th moon,

when masses are read by Buddhist priests

and elaborate offerings made to the

Buddhist Trinity for the purpose of

releasing from purgatory the soul of

those who have died on land or sea'

102. upadhyaya fDtaJ C'ua ~laD 'a "sub-teacher" of the Vedas, a term p.280

fD-.t C'ua ~laD adopted by the Buddhists and gradually p.280

applied to all monks'

103. upasaka WmJ~ i bu Sdk 'a Buddhist follower, disciple, devotee' p.448

fi~~ IdU bua Sdk p.462

~~i&:*,jQQ u pua sak ka p.473

104. upasika fi~~ IdU bua ji 'female lay disciples who engage to p.462

.~~ i&:WfjQQ u pua sle ka observe the first five commandments' p.473

105. vandana fDl¥f C'ua nnm 'obeisance, prostration, bowing the p.279

head, reverencing, worshipping'

106. var~ika ~gffi bua ~i 'the flower that blooms in the rains, p.52

~gffijQQ bua ~i ka the aloe, Agallochum' p.52

107. Veda WJ:!:Wt: bida 'knowledge; clear knowledge or p.61

~Wt: blwEi da discernment' p.120

1jl;Wt; jrwdi da p.481
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108.vesa W]t'@r bi <eia 'the third caste of farmers and traders p.61
(vaisya) []jt'@r biwEi <eia explained by burghers, or merchants' p.121

[]jt'1f biwtd <eia p.121

W'@r bie <eia p.62

109. yak:?a 1'1Z:3Z jia t:?'a 'demons in the earth, or in the air, or in p.462

~3Z jiak t:?'a the lower heavens; they are malignant, p.485

itl!3Z jiwEt Wa and violent, and devourers of human p.485
flesh'

110.yak:?a 1'1Z:3Z~iUIJ jia Wa 10 Wat 'evil demons; yaksa and rak$asa' p.462
rak:?asa

111. Yama-raja ~. jiEm muo 'in the Vedas the god of the dead, with p.467
~. jiEm muo whom the spirits of the departed dwell' p.467
~.~ jiEm muo 10 p.468

*~.£ jiEm muo jiwau p.468

~.~Wd: jiEm muo 10 ~ia p.468

~~ jiEm 10 p.468
1@~ jiEm 10 p.469
f~.~M jiEm muo 10 ~ia p.469

112. yoga Jiti~ jiu ka 'union, especially an ecstatic union of the p.483

Jiti11JO jiu gio individual soul with the universal soul' p.483
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Et;;R~

jC~*~1'i-~*

~~tl{~f5JW§'{jfM~ , ffiJ~~~~Ytxi¥J~if§'-IT ''!~D i{~~BJ ' iJmJJJoJ ' itt
liJ ' i:g:i\lJ ' iffr'J ~ , 'lf~8*~:f.N~m:rm:tilifiift~1r~i¥J~fi§ 9=J ' Jffij;)7tfJ¥:1'tlM'i-*
~ 0 *Uff~.§P~1ff i~~B¥~)'}*~~'-IT~J 9=J~)z:~7 112 {I@Ytx)'}*~ , {EJ.f5J:¥fJtl:
YtX.@~~ft~~i¥J~K~~~i¥JW~~MW~'~$.~ft~~~9=J~~:¥f

293 f,*il~~'-IT~°ft~ 293 fl~Ul~~'-IT~9=J 'fli:¥f 20 {1@~'-IT~~§'if~'-IT ; iliJJl;t~IDI;:¥f 273
@~'-IT (;to{2193.2%) ~§'if§'-IT°ft*xi¥Jm=W9=Jfrm7~~~~f-t),}*~i¥J7t~,

:!l.E.'f~j:~ Haugen (1950) , Wu (1994) ,j;)& Chen (2000) i¥JUff~ , M;ff~ 293 @YtX)'}
*~7tgIG.=.~ : (l)§¥if~'-IT (phonetic loans) '~D illPJ*iilJ ; (2)rEd~j'~'-IT (hybrids) :

1~1t3*if§¥*~§'A ' ~D i:g:tJHitJ '~§¥no~~fi~:f~~t; (semantic marker) , ~O

i~5IL1JJ '&~:mW§¥A (double renditions)' ~O ifOi'iffWJ ; (3)mnoAi¥JW§¥
(renditions plus added information) '~D illPJ5fi~B{~J ' i5fi1j\JJ{~J 0 ftm'='~1J9=J~

1r~M;ff~ 293 fl@rl~),} *g'-ITfO:1'tYtx{$:-f-tiftt~ , :Mz lBgifH~ Jtl:),}*if~~*± it
(phonological nativization) B"JflfI:f§~mFp~tm,:1't9=J'PIMYtX:R:£]:ifi¥JW§¥ ' ~~
Z:¥f~i¥J~~ , Ytx~if ' ml5if ' Illif ' *7tif ' l{if~i¥JW§¥ 0 mlm~1J9=J~ljlB

~ifW*5~i¥Jilit&ifW:R:~i¥Jilit~Fp~tm 0 mli~1J~M~i¥J*5~ifH 0

~m~:~k'~~~'~~'~~~'~~~ (~~~~.~~), •••~,

~'tf-.l"l ' 7r~~-iJl€J<J*-±'1t.' ~~Ht;fl€J<J;~1t., ~~r-kJt.€J<J;~1t.




